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J. van de Lune 
ABSTRACT 
Thisreport mainly deals with the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence 
00 
\' k k n-1 
where </> (n) = n • l x (1-x ) , (O<x< 1 ; n E JN), which plays 
X k=l 
a certain role im the theory of access structures in computer science. 
In relation to some generalizations of </>x(n)we also discuss a 
conjecture concerning the ordinates of the non-trivial zeros of Riemann's 
zeta function. 
KEYWORDS & PHRASES: Computer Science, access structure, search depth, 
Riemann-zeta function, sequence. 

O. INTRODUCTION 
The origin of this note lies in a request to determine the limit of 
00 
the sequence {~x(n)}n=l where 
(1) ~ (n) = n • 
X 
00 
I 
k=l 
This sequence plays a certain role in computer science as will be de-
scribed briefly by L.G.L.T. MEERTENS, the proposer of the problem: 
D For a given set E (for example identifiers) one wants to construct an 
"access structure". To every element e EE one assigns an infinite sequence 
of keys a0a 1a2 .•• , 0 ~ ai < m, m and ai integers such that every sequence 
of keys uniquely determines its corresponding element. Let V be the set of 
all pairs (e,a0a 1a2 •.. ). The access structure S for Vis recursively de-
fined by: 
If V = 0 then Sis "empty" (one memory word). 
If !vi = 1 then Sis a reference to the data corresponding.to the single 
element of V. 
If lvl > 1 then Sis a reference to a row so,s1,···•sm-l where Si is an 
access structure for the set Vi= {(e,a1a2 ..• )l(e,ia1a2 ... ) EV}. 
Example: Take m = 2 and let V be the 5 element set 
V = { (a., 00001 10100 ... ) , ( S, 010101 0 I 10 •.. ) , ( y, 101 I 101 100 •.. ) , 
(8,1101110000 ..• ), (E,1101111100.,.)}. 
Then Smay be pictured as follows 
s: = [}---0 
1 
oo-- a. 
l LJ---+ S 
o ✓: 0----+ o 11i1 o 111 01111 o o-,- 1 
1 ~l ~ l ~ 1 ~l ~1 ~ E 
2 
If then element set V has been obtained by choosing the keys a. at random 
]. 
and independ1ently from the set { 0, 1 ,2, ... ,m-1} then B , the expected memory 
n 
space occupi1ed by the access structure for V, is determined by the rela-
tions: 
(2) 
B = 1 + m 
11 
h 
I 
k=O 
Defining y by y 
n n 
B -1 
n 
=--
m 
(3) 
n 
= I + m I 
k=O 
(~) I (1-.!_)n-kS (n __ >2). k m k' 
m 
we get 
(~) 
We may interpret y as the expected number of rows of (subordinate) access 
n 
structures. Every such row is uniquely determined by an initial sequence of 
keys a0a 1 ... ak-J , k ~=1 • It 1s possible to 
initial sequences) the probabilities that 
elements. This yields 
(4) 
determine y 
n 
V 
aoa1···ak-J 
by summing (over all 
contains at least two 
In a similar manner one finds that the expected search depth 1s 
(5) 0 = 
n 
It seems interesting to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of these-
quences y and o . D 
n n 
In order to study Yn we consider 
co 
(6) I I ( 1 __ 1 )n-1 cjJ I (n). Yn+I - Yn = n k = k k=I m m 
m 
3 
One would expect that cp 1(n), for large values of n, has approximately the 
same size as m 
(7) 
so that one is tempted to conjecture that 
Yn 
Jlim- = ---
n log m · 
n-+<x> 
However, after a more detailed investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of 
cp (n) for large values of n (throughout this note x will be an arbitrary but 
X 
constant nu1nber in the open interval (0,1)), it was discovered that cp (n), 
X 
contrary to all expectations, does not have a limit for any x. Moreover, it 
turned out that cp (n) does not even have an-Abel-limit so that this sequence 
X 
does not have a Cesaro-limit (of any order) either. In particular it follows 
Yn 
that - does not have a limit when n • 00 for any m E: JN. We will show, how-
n Y 
ever, that ql (n) (and hence --2!.) oscillates between positive bounds (depend-
x n · 
ing on x). From these results one easily derives that the asymptotic behav-
iour of the search depth o is given by o ~ iog n, (n-+<x>). 
n n og m 
Furthermore, we will discuss some analogues and analytical generaliza-
tions of thE~ above problem. Finally we consider a sequence (or rather its 
continuous analogue) similar to cp (n), the study of which leads quite natu-
x 
rally to an (unsolved) problem concerning the ordinates of the nontrivial 
zeros of Rieimann' s z;;-function. 
I. THEOREM ii.I. For every fixed x E: (0,1) the sequence {¢x(n)}~=I does not 
have an Abel-Zimit. 
PROOF. In order to prove this we proceed by contradiction, assuming that 
cpx(n) has an Abel-limit (= ¢x, say). Since 0 < cpx(n) ~ n I::=l xk = t-: for 
all n E: 1N it is clear that the power series 
CX) 
(8) I 
n=l 
cp (n) 
X 
n-1 
z 
4 
converges for lzl < I. 
Observe that for lzl < I we have 
00 
00 { 00 
xk(l-xk)n-1} (9) I cp (n) n-1 I . n I n-1 z = z = 
n=I X n=I k=I 
00 00 00 k 
I k I n(l-xk)n-1 n-1 I X = X z = k 2 . k=I n=I k=I (1-(1-x )z) 
Hence, our assumption that cp (n) has an Abel-limit is seen to be equivalent 
X 
to 
oo k 
(10) lim(l-z) • I x = cf> • 
ztl k=I (1-(1-xk)z) 2 x 
Writing z = 1-t, 0 < t < I, we obtain 
(11) 
00 xkt ~ tx-k 
cp = lim I ----,,-----,,--,,- = lim l -k 2 • 
x t+O k=I (xk+t(l-xk)) 2 t+O k=I (l+t(x -1)) 
b r+u . f' . Now let t run through the num ers x where u is some ixed number in 
[O, I) whereas r runs through JN. Note that then 
(12) 
00 
-k 00 -k+r+u tx I ------ = I __ x-,------,,- = 
k=l (l+t(x-k-1)) 2 k=I (l+x-k+r+u_xr+u) 2 
k+u k+u 
= I ____ x______ < I x < 
k<r ( 1 +xk+u) 2 ( 1 - xr+u ) 2 k<r ( 1 +xk+u) 2 ( 1-xr+u) 2 
1 k+u +x 
Letting r tend to infinity we find that 
00 k+u 
( 13) cp x < I x k+u 2 • 
k=-00 (l+x ) 
= 
5 
On the other hand we have 
(14) 
oo -k I tx 
k=l (l+t(x-k-1)) 2 
k+u N k+u 
= l __ x ____ > L __ x ___ _ 
k<r (l+xk+u_xr+u)2 k=-N (l+xk+u_xr+u)2 
for all r > N. 
Keeping N fixed and letting r tend to infinity we obtain 
N k+u 
(15) ¢x > l x . 
k=-N ( I +xk+u/ 
Since N may be chosen as large as we please it follows that 
(I 6) 
Hence 
00 k+u 
( 17) 'i' X ¢, = l ----,.---,-
x k=-oo (l+xk+u)2 • 
Since¢ cle,arly does not depend on u we find that the (indeed convergent) 
X 
series 
( l 8) 
(representing a periodic function on JR with period I) is constant as a 
function of u. Hence 
00 
-k-u 
(19) = L x k 2 ' Vu E JR. 
k=-oo (I +x - -u) 
Writing½= ea, (a>O), and replacing u by 2~ we obtain 
(20) qp 
X 
00 
= I 
k=-oo u a (k +2) 2 (l+e TI ) 
6 
The last series represents a continuously differentiable 2n periodic 
function of u on JR and may thus be represented pointwise by its Fourier 
series. Since this function is constant, all except one of its Fourier co-
efficients must vanish. We compute these vanishing Fourier coefficients a, 
\) 
\) E g\{Q}, as follows 
u 
= _l rTI vui 
00 Ct (k + 2TI) 
(21) I e du a e = \) 2TI Q u k=-oo a (k + 2TI) 2 
( 1 +e ) 
CX) 
= - I 2TI k=-oo 
vui+a (k + 2u.) Io2n __ e____ u __ "_ du 
a (k +z.ir) 2 
( l+e ) 
=J_r v2n(t-k)i+at _e _______ d t = (l+eett/ 
Ioo e v,2nti+at Ct I000 uw - ----- dt = - ---2 du, where w 
- (l+eat)2 (1 ) 
v2ni 
=--
Ct 
-oo +u 
Hence 
a = _!_ r(I-w)r(l+w). 
\) Ct 
Since the r-function does not have any zeros at all it follows that a 'f 0 \) 
for all v E ~- Hence the assumption that¢ (n) has an Abel-limit leads to a 
X 
contradiction, proving the theorem. D 
THEOREM I • 2 • 
( 22. 1) 
CX) k 
lim ¢ (n) ~ X I k -x sup X e X 
n-+oo k=-oo 
(22.2) 
00 k 
lim inf ¢ (n) I k -x > X X e X k=-oo n-+oo 
PROOF. Define 
(23) r 
n 
= [- log n] and u 
log x n 
-r -u· 
= {- log n} d~f _ log n _ 
log x log x r • n 
7 
Then n = x n n with rn a nonnegative integer and O < un < J. Now observe 
. "' k kn that lim rk=l x (1-x) = O, so that 
n~ 
"' (24) </l (n+l) = n l 
X . k=l 
k-r -u 
"' k-r -u n n k-u k-u n 
= l x n n0 _x )n+o(l)= 
k=l n I x n(l_x )n+o(l). n 
Now observe that for k>-r one has 
n 
(25) 
so that 
k-u 
n 
0 < _x __ 
n 
< 1 
k-u 
n 
"' 
m(k-u) 
n 
X 
k>-r 
n 
k-u 
n 
X (26) -log() - X ) = l ----> ---
n m=l 
which may be rewritten as 
(27) 
Hence 
(28) 
k-u k-u 
n n () _ x )n < e -x 
n 
cjl (n+l) + o(l) < x 
X 
-u 
n 
m 
m•n 
I 
k>-r 
n 
n 
k-u 
k -x n 
X e < 
k k -x 
X e 
and (22.1) follows. On the other hand, if n is large enough then r > N so 
n 
that 
8 
(29) 
Hence 
(30) 
c/> (n+l) + 0(1) > 
X 
lim inf c/> (n) > 
X 
n-+«> 
N 
I 
k=-N 
N k -xk-1 }: x e , 'v'N E lN, 
k=-N 
and (22.2) follows. 
REMARK. The continuous analogue~ (t) of c/> (t), where 
X X 
(31) ~ (t) = t 
X 
Joo u u t-1 
0 x (1-x) du, (0<x<l; t>0) 
behaves much simpler than c/> (t) because a simple change of variable (xu = v) 
X 
shows that~ (t) is actually constant as a function oft, 
X 
(32) 1 ~ (t) = ---,-1 • 
x log -
X 
Returning to cp (n), we saw that the crucial step in the proof of theo-
x 
rem 1.1 was to show that for no a> 0 the periodic function 
(33) 
co a(k+u) 
l e ' (u€1R) 
k=-oo (l+ea(k+u))2 
is actually constant (as a function of u). In view of some problems to ap-
pear later on in this note it is of some importance to prove this kind of 
thing "directly" instead of using Fourier expansions. We may, for example, 
proceed as follows. Assume 
(34) 
co a(k+u) 
\' e l -----,.,,....--.---=- = C = C , Vu € lR, 
k=-oo (l+ea(k+u))2 a 
au 
where C is some positive constant (depending on a). Writing e = s we have 
9 
(35) C - = 
s 
00 cxk 
k~-00 (l+:eak)2 , Vs > O. 
However, the last series represents an analytic function of the complex 
-ak 
variable s with singularities in the points s = 0 and s = -e , k E 2.. Since 
• • -1 this is not in agreement with the analytic behaviour of Cs we arrive at a 
contradiction. 
(36) 
As another generalization of~ (n) we consider the function 
X 
JJ (t) 
X 
=to. 
00 
I 
k=l 
ak Bk ot 
x (1-x ) , (O<x<l; t>O) 
where a,S and o are positive constants whereas o denotes the fraction f· 
We will show thatµ (t) does not tend to a limit (when t tends to in-
x 
finity) for any choice of the positive parameters x,a,S and o. -Again we pro-
ceed by contradiction and assume that lim µ. (t) exists (and=µ , say). Let-
t-+oo X X 
-s(r+u) ting t run through the points t = x , where u E [0,1) is fixed and 
r E lN, we may show in a similar manner as before that 
00 
(37) 
or 
00 
(38) 
S(n-u) 
a(n-u) -ox 
X e 
-S(n+u) 
-cx(n+u) -ox 
X e 
Changing the notation slightly we thus find that there are positive constants 
a,S and o such that 
00 
(39) I a(n+u) -oeS(n+u) e e = C, Vu E lR, 
n=-00 
for some positive constant C = C(a,S,o). 
W • • Su b . riting e = s we o tain 
10 
00 
(40) C = I 
Cl, 
ak( Su)S -oe6keSu 00 
e e e = I 
~ Sk 
ak S -oe s 
e s e , Vs> 0, 
k=-oo k=-oo 
. 1 ( . a ) or equivalent y putting S = cr 
00 
( 41) -cr \' Cs = l 
k=-oo 
Now differentiate both sides r times in order to obtain 
00 
(42) C(-cr)(-cr-1) ... (-cr-r+l)s-cr-r = l 
k=-oo 
This may be rewritten as 
00 
(43) Co(cr+l) •.. (cr+r-l)s-cr-r = I 
k=-oo 
Since all terms of the last series are positive, we find (only taking the 
term corresponding to k = 0) 
(44) -cr-r r -8s Ca(cr+l) ... (cr+r-l)s > 8 e , Vs> 0. 
r+cr Now choose s = - 0- . Then we have 
(45) 8 cr+r ( +I) ( 1) ' ocr+r Ccr(cr+l) ... (cr+r-1)(--:;-) =Ccr cr ·•· cr+r- !..!..(r-1) 0 •----= 
r cr (r-l)!(r-l)cr r (r+cr)cr+r 
=Ccr(cr+l) •.• (cr+r-1) rre-r/2-rrr (r-l)crr! ocr+r 
cr rre-r/2wr (r+~)cr+r (r-J)!(r-1) r .. v 
= 
__ C cr(cr+I) ••• (cr+r-1) ( r )r -r ili (r-l)cr r! ~cr+r 
-- e ""'lr ---· • u > (r-J)!(r-l)cr r+cr r (r+cr)cr rre-r✓2Trr 
r -r-cr 
> 8 e • 
-r r Now cancel the factors e and 8 and let r tend to infinity, yielding 
I I 
(46) I -CJ CJ -CJ c r(CJ) e .0.1.1.o > e , 
which is a palpable contradiction. D 
REMARK. Another way of proving that the function in (39) can not be con-
stant in u is to show that none of its Fourier coefficients vanish. The de-
tailed computations which are straightforward are left to the reader. 
Also, in case CJ< I, the complex function argument used before is ap-
plicable here. In (39) replace e8u by v. This yields 
(47) 
00 
-CJ \ Cv = l 
an -ove8n 
e e , (v>0). 
n=-00 
Now take Laplace transforms in order to obtain 
(48) CJ-l 
00 ea.n 
Cs r(l-CJ) = I --- , (s>0). 
n=-00 s+oe8n 
Since the analytic continuation of the left and right hand side do not agree, 
we arrive at a contradiction. 
2. In this section we will consider a related problem in which we will en-
counter some real difficulties. We will investigate the question whether 
there exist any positive constants a and 8 such that the function 
(49) 
~ 00 a.k 
e (t) = ts I x Bk t ' (t>0) 
x k=l l+(l+x ) 
has a limit when t tends to infinity. Suppose lime (t) exists (and 
t-+oo X 
say). Fix some u E [0,1) and let t run through the numbers t = t 
r,u 
where r E JN. Then we have 
(50) e (t) = 
X 
00 
I 
k=l 
a.(k-r-u) 
X 
----...---..--- = S(k-r-u) 
l+(l +x )t 
t 
N 
> I 
a.(n-u) 
X 
S(n-u) 
n=-N l+(l +x )t 
t 
I 
n>-r 
a.(n-u) 
X 
S(n-u) 
l+(l+x )t 
t 
> 
= ex, 
= X 
-S(r+u) 
12 
As before it easily follows that 
00 
(51) 
o(n-u) 
X 
B(n-u) • 
l+ex -
On the other hand we have for r > N 
(52) 6 (t) 
X 
N o(n-u) 
= { }: + \ + \ l __ x_~---
l l 8(n-u) 
-r<n<-N n=-N n>N l+( l + x ) t 
t 
Let a be the smallest natural number such that aB >a.Observe that 
fort> a and O < z < 
(53) 
2 a 
z z z t-a 
= 1 +lTt +2Tt (t-1)+ ••• +a!"t (t-1) ••. (t-a+l)(l+vz) 
for some O < v < 1. 
so that 
(54) 
B(n-u) t aB(n-u) 
(1 + x ) > _x ___ t(t-1) ••• (t-a+l). 
t a ta! 
It follows that fort~ a 
(55) I 
o(n-u) 
X 
-r<n<-N B(n-u) l+(l +x )t 
o(n-u) 
< -r<l<-N xa8(n-u) x 
---- t(t-1) •.. (t-a+l) t t a ' a. 
= a! ta l x(o-aB)(n-u) = 
t(t-1) ••• (t-a+l) 
-r<n<-N 
a!ta -(o-aB)u \ (aB-o)n 
= -----,------ X • l X < t(t-1) ••• (t-a+l) N<n<r 
, ta ( 0 ) (aB-o)(N+ 1) a. a...,-o u x <-t-(t---1-)-.-.-.~(t ___ a_+~l-)x ___ a_B ___ o __ 
1-x 
= 
Furthermore we have 
(56) 
a(n-u) 
" __ x ____ < I 
l S(n-u) 
n> N l + ( l + x ) t n> N 
t 
a(n-u) 
X 
a(N+l) 
-aux 
= X ----a 1-x 
Putting things together it follows that for all NE lN 
13 
( a ) (aS-a)(N+I) aµ-a u x + a(n-u) a(N+l) x -aux (57) e < a! 
x= X •------]-xaS-a I n=-N 
Now let N tend to infinity in order to obtain 
00 
(58) 
a(n-u) 
X 
l+e 
S(n-u) • 
X 
Thus, combining (51) and (58) we find 
00 
(59) e = I 
X 
n=-oo 
a(n-u) 
X 
l+e 
a (n-u) • 
X 
Similarly as before it follows that 
00 
(60) e = I 
X 
n=-oo 
-a(n+u) 
X 
-a (n+u) • 
l+ex 
----,.--,- + X •----S(n-u) 
]+ex 
a 1-x 
Changing the notation slightly we are thus led to the question whether there 
exist positive constants a and S such that the function e(u) defined by 
00 
(61) e(u) = l 
n=-oo 
a(n+u) 
e 
__ S_(_n_+_u...,) ' ( UE lR) 
l+ee 
is actually constant as a function of u. 
We compute the Fourier coefficients a, v E Z, of e(u). We have 
V 
14 
(62) 
00 
= I 
k=-oo 
00 
= _!_ J27f . a evuie(u)du = - L 
V 27f O 27r k=-oo 
I:+lev(t-k)2rri e"tBt dt = 
l+ee 
a(k + 2u) 
vui e 1r 
e ------du= 
S(k + 2:) 
l+ee 
vt21ri eat 
e ---8-t dt = 
l+ee 
a (a+ v21ri)-l 
s f 00 u s l f 00 us - l l 
_u __ d_u = .!.. -----du= -8 -- du= -8 r(s)n(s), l+eu Su S O l+eu O l+eu 
a 
where a = S ,, 
(63) 
and 
(64) 
Hence 
(65) 
v21ri 
s = s = a + --
v s 
00 
n(s) = L 
n=l 
(-l)n+l 
----= s 
n 
1-s (1-2 )s(s), (Res> O). 
l 1-s 
av= 8 r(s)(l-2 )s(s). 
CASE I : cr > II • 
Then a I= 0 for all v E Z because the r-function has no zeros at all, 
V 1-s 
s(s) I= 0 on Re(s) > 1 and also 1-2 I= 0 for Re(s) > l because all zeros 
1-s 
of 1-2 lie on the vertical line Re(s) = 1. Hence, in case cr > 1, the per-
iodic function under consideration is not constant for any choice of the 
positive parameters a ands. 
CASE II : a = 1 • 
Since it is known that s(s) I= 0 on the line Re(s) = I we can have 
1-s 1-s 
a = 0 only if 1-2 v = O. The zeros of 1-2 are 
V 
(66) s = n21ri + log 2 ' n E Z. 
Clearly a0 ~ 0 so that we only have to find out when 
(67) v21ri a = +--
" a 
is one of the points 
(68) 1 n21ri +--log 2 
for all v E Z\{O}. 
This can only be the case when for any given v E Z\{O} there is an 
n E Z such that 
(69) " n B = log 2 • 
Clearly S must be a rational multiple of log 2. Let S =.£log 2 where q 
p,q E lN and (p,q) = 1. Then for every v E Z\{O} there must be an n E Z 
such that 
(70) vq = np. 
15 
Since (p,q) = 1 we must have pjv for every v E Z\{0}. Clearly this is only 
= log 2 • It follows that a = 0 for all possible if p = 1. Hence S 
v E Z\{0} if and only if S 
the function 
( -q)log 2 M 1· • "1 h" h = a.- ----. ore exp 1.c1.t y t is means t at q 
(71) 
a.(k+u) l _e __ a..,.(k_+_u_),.. , u E lR' 
k=-00 e l+e 
00 
. 11 "f d 1 "f log 2 f lN Th is actua y a constant 1. an on y 1. a. = _..,._ or some q E • e case q 
a.= log 2 was discovered by B. VAN DER POL [WISKUNDIGE OPGAVEN, 19, I (1950) 
pp.308-311, Noordhoff N.V., Groningen]. 
CASE III: 0 < cr < 1. 
It will be clear now that in order to have a = O, a must be a zero 
\) \) 
of Riemann's s-function in the critical strip O < cr < 1. Thus the function 
16 
0(u) can only be constant if the set of nontrivial zeros of the s-function 
v21ri 
contains an arithmetical sequence of the form o + - 8-, v E 1N. Whether 
this is the case or not is clearly independent of the Riemann hypothesis. 
However, the problem involved seems to be most interesting in case a=~. 
By means of the following argument we will only make plausible that the set 
of nontrivial zeros of s(s) does not contain a sequence as described above. 
and 
(72) 
a Assume that there are two positive numbers a and (3 such that cr = S < 1 
CX) 
I 
k==-oo 
a(k+u) 
e 
---(3-(k_+_u_) = C, Vu E lR, 
l+e e 
Bu for some constant C (depending on a and 8). Writing e = t we obtain 
00 
(73) -a \' Ct = l 
k=-oo 
ak 
e 
l te +e 
Bk ' Vt> 0. 
Taking Laplace transforms of both sides (which is feasible because of cr < I) 
we find that 
(74) 
00 
er ( 1-cr) s cr- l = }: f ooO e -st ak e Bk dt = 
00 
= I 
k=-oo 
00 
= I 
k=-oo 
ak 
e 
ak 
e 
k=-oo l+ete 
00 l (-l)m+l 
m=I 
k oo (-l)m+l 
ea ( \' ) l Bk , Vs> 0. 
m=I s+me 
Now observe that the function so-I can be continued analytically through the 
negative real axis whereas one gets the impression that the last mentioned 
series has no analytical continuation at all through the negative real axis. 
However, we still lack a proof of this conjecture. 
FINAL REMARK. It is still not known (to the author) whether the 
8 (t) (defined by (49)) actually has a limit or not in case a= 
X 
for some q E, JN. The only thing that can be said so far is that 
existence 
(75) lim 8 (t) 
X t-+co 
r(l)n(I) 
= I = q. 
Blog -
X 
I 7 
function 
_ log 2 
B - -q log x 
in case of 

